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Chairwoman’s Report – November 2019 
 

 
1. Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Board – 4 November 2019  

 
I attended the Cornwall Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Board in public on 4 November 
2019.  Health system Chairs agreed there was great benefit from attending each other’s 
Board meetings and I will be pleased to welcome colleagues at our future Board meetings 
in public.  

 
2. Health Service Journal Awards Ceremony – 6 November  

 
I was delighted to be invited to join colleagues at the HSJ Awards Ceremony in London on 
6 November 2019 where the Safeguarding Team received a Highly Commended prize for 
their innovative approach to bringing together safeguarding and other teams to support 
people at times of crises through the new IMPACT Hub.  The IMPACT hub is under 
construction on the Royal Cornwall Hospital site and is already making a mark as being a 
trailblazer. The team was in great spirits and enjoying their well-earned recognition. We will 
be back next year. 

 
3. Trust Board Informal – 7 November 
 
The Board met for an informal development meeting on 7 November 2019. We received a 
high level briefing on the RCHT Brilliant enabling strategies and engaged in an excessive to 
contribute to the development of the Clinical and Site Strategy. With Paul Hobson I was 
pleased also to join Board colleagues, Care Group Triumvirate leads and corporate 
colleagues at the RCHT Clinical and Site Strategy Workshop on 5 November 2019 where 
we debated the journey to transformation and the focus on demand, capacity and 
sustainability. There was excellent participation from clinical colleagues and I wish to thank 
them for the time they devoted to make this a really worthwhile exercise. 

 
The Board Informal meeting approved the Board Development programme for 2020-21.  
The programme outlined Board development activity for 2018-19 as well as proposed the 
future plan which included mandatory training and compliance, governance and 
effectiveness, strategic direction and performance.   
 
We also had a really well delivered and challenging input on equality and diversity which 
was informative and challenging.   I would like to thank all colleagues who contributed to 
making our development day such a success. 
 
4. NED Development with Kings Fund  - 14 November 

 
Day two of the system wide NED Development session with the Kings Fund took place on 
14 November 2019.  There was a lot of energy in the room. We were involved in two 
stimulating exercises to begin to design our new system governance framework. The 
outputs will be made available to our system leaders meeting as they begin to reshape our 
overall system governance model. 
 
5. System Leaders Meeting 

 
System Leaders meeting 21 November and 5 December. Our new independent chair 
facilitated the first of two workshops for the eight key system leaders on 21 November. The 
aim was to ensure we share a common language, are able jointly to develop our new 
governance models and to further develop out 10 year plan. 
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6. NHS Leadership Academy Aspiring Chief Executive Programme 
 
I joined senior health system colleagues at the Aspiring Chief Executive assessment centre 
Lead by the leadership academy in London on 20 and 21 November.  The programme is 
for Directors aspiring to lead at Chief Executive level in an NHS accountable role which is 
focussed on service provision and system development.  It was a really valuable 
experience to work with Chair and CEX colleagues across the NHS in England and to be 
part of selecting future leaders. 
 
One thing amongst many other which is of note ism how much the equality and diversity 
agenda is being embraced by our new health leaders. This has encouraged me to continue 
to pursue this agenda with vigour in our Trust. 
 
7. Meetings and Events 

 

 I continue to meet with NEDs on a monthly basis, this month our discussion focused 
on agreeing NED representation on Committee meetings and reviewing a NED 
Development programme to support colleagues.   

 As I write I am looking forward to Chairing the interview panel for the Colorectal 
Consultant interviews on Friday 22 November.  This role as lay chair is one carried 
out throughout the year by all our non-executives, with Royal College and other 
executive colleagues in making the very important decisions as to whom we should 
appoint as some of our key Trust leaders. 

 I continue with my ‘walk arounds’ in our hospitals which give me the very valuable 
opportunity of interacting with staff and patients. This is something all out Non 
executive colleagues do regularly without executives and it gives us a valuable 
perspective on what is happening on all our sites together with the opportunity to 
triangulate what we read in our Board papers. 

 


